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Spectrobes origins wii

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates The Wii is Nintendo's fifth home game console and the direct successor to the GameCube. It was released in 2006 and is considered a seventh generation console, competing against Microsoft's Xbox 360 and Sony's PlayStation 3. From the
beginning of 2009, the Wii was the leader in home console sales. The defining feature is the Wii remote, or Wiimote, a motion-sensing wireless controller that responds to the player's physical movements. This revolutionary controller acts as the baseball bat while you swing in front of the
fence or the bowling ball as you go for the strike. The Wii is also famous for entering into a wider demographic of players than is traditional, with games such as Wii Sports and Wii Fit appealing to older and younger generations alike. What you need to know This content is sold by Nintendo
of Europe GmbH. Payment is made with Nintendo eShop funds that are usable through the Nintendo account used to complete the purchase. This content is sold by Nintendo of Europe GmbH, to be paid for with Nintendo eShop funds that are usable through your Nintendo account. The
Nintendo account agreement applies to the purchase of this content. This content may be purchased by users who have registered a Nintendo account and have accepted the respective legal terms. In order to purchase content for Wii U or Nintendo 3DS family systems, a Nintendo Network
ID is also required and your money usable through the Nintendo account must be pooled with the funds associated with your Nintendo Network ID. If the money hasn't been pooled yet, you have the option to do so during the purchase process. To start the purchase process, it is necessary
to log in with the Nintendo account and the Nintendo Network ID. After signing up, it is possible to review the details and complete the purchase. In order to purchase content for Wii U or Nintendo 3DS family systems, your money that is usable through the Nintendo account must be pooled
with the funds associated with your Nintendo Network ID. If the money hasn't been pooled yet, you have the option to do so during the purchase process. You view the details and complete the purchase on the next screen. The details of this offer apply to users who sign in with a Nintendo
account with the locale that matches the national setting of this website. If the locale of a Nintendo account is different, the details of this offer can be adjusted (for example, the price is displayed in the relevant local currency). After your payment is processed, the content will be downloaded
to the applicable system associated with the relevant Nintendo account or the respective Nintendo Network ID in the case of Wii u Nintendo 3DS family systems. This system needs to be updated to the latest system software and connected to the Internet with automatic downloads enabled,
and it should have enough storage space to complete the download. Depending on the system/console/hardware model system/console/hardware model own and your use of it, an additional storage device may be required to download software from Nintendo eShop. For more information,
visit our Support section. In the case of games that use cloud streaming technology, only the free launcher application can be downloaded. Make sure you have enough storage to complete the download. After your payment is processed, the content will be downloaded to the applicable
system associated with your Nintendo account or your Nintendo Network ID in the case of Wii U or Nintendo 3DS family systems. This system needs to be updated to the latest system software and connected to the Internet with automatic downloads enabled, and it should have enough
storage space to complete the download. Depending on the system/console/hardware model you own and your use of it, an additional storage device may be required to download software from Nintendo eShop. For more information, visit our Support section. In the case of games that use
cloud streaming technology, only the free launcher application can be downloaded. Make sure you have enough storage to complete the download. The details of the listing will be displayed based on your Nintendo account's locales. The Nintendo account agreement applies to the purchase
of this content. The use of an unauthorized device or software that allows technical modification of the Nintendo console or software may render this game unplayable. This product contains technological protection measures. Content that is not playable before the release date:
{{releaseDate}} . For pre-orders, payments are taken automatically from 7 days before the release date. If you pre-order less than 7 days before the release date, the payment will be taken immediately upon purchase. Excelente jogo, me surpreendeu e muito, creio que todos devam dar
uma chance ao game, belo visual, excelente jogabilidade e desafio. Apesar deExcelente jogo, me surpreendeu e muito, creio que todos devam dar uma chance ao game, belo visual, excelente jogabilidade e desafio. Apesar de ser um jogo da Disney... Expand in: Spectrobes: Origins,
Games Edit Share Spectrobes: Origins (ー?????? The game was developed by Genki, published by Disney Interactive Studios, and released exclusively for the Wii, making it the only game in the series to be released for a home console. However, it is different from its predecessors in
terms of gameplay and overall core, largely due to Genki developing this game instead of Jupiter and developing the game for the Wii console instead of the Nintendo DS handheld. Plot[edit | edit source] Spectrobes: Origins takes place some time after Spectrobes: Beyond The Portals.
After krux's defeat, the Krawl regrouped and destroyed entire planets. The feeling that Krawl are able to operate portals in the Nanairo Nanairo Commander Grant gives maximum compulsion to guard the portals. Rallen, Jeena and Komainu are sent to Sector W for possible Krawl activities.
When suddenly, a portal opens and roughly pulls their ship into itself. Once they regain consciousness, Rallen and Jeena discover that they have been transported to an entirely new galaxy called the Kaio system. They intercept an S.O.S. message from the nearby planet Wyterra, and
decide to examine it. Rallen and Jeena quickly become entangled in a quest to save the entire Kaio system from impending doom. As the Krawl attack the system, Rallen and Jeena are told to search for the five Shards of a King, which are the components of the legendary Beast King fossil
hidden on every planet. As the story progresses, they encounter individuals with ties to Commander Grant (one of whom turns out to be Krux, the leader of the Krawl). They also find krux is spreading chaos around the system. Eventually, Rallen and Jeena learn that the Krux terrorizing Kaio
is really Jado, which is when the actual Krux appears. Commander Grant also appears, revealing the full extent of his past history in the Kaio system: Krux was once a Spectrobe Master of the Kaio system, and was friends with Kamtoga and Grant. Krux experimented, however, with an
attempt to control the Krawl against the will of his friends, which led to his spoiled. Krux is also responsible for the current attack on Kaio; His plan is to crash a Krawlosphere in Wyterra and rule Kaio as his own. After acquiring the five shards, Rallen and Jeena summon the Ultimate Form
Spectrobe Kaio to defeat the Krawl approaching Wyterra. Rallen and Jeena then fly to the Krawlosphere to confront Krux. Rallen defeats Krux in a duel, knocking him into the depths of the Krawlosphere, and then uses the power of the Beast King (revealed to the Ultimate Form Spectrobe
called Kaio) to freeze the krawloosphere core, destroying it as he and the others escape. Peace returns to Kaio and Rallen, Jeena and Commander Grant return home to Nanairo. In a post-credits sequence, it is revealed that the Krux is still alive after the destruction of the Krawosphere.
Gameplay[edit | edit source] Gameplay has changed significantly from the previous two titles in terms of controls, but the game has three separate profiles: Nonlinear exploration, encounter battles and excavations. Exploration[edit | edit source] During most parts of the game, players can
choose to control Rallen or Jeena by switching between them on save points, with the camera in a third-person perspective. Players can interact with non-playable characters, use their Child Spectrobes to search for minerals, or just walk around. Players can use their Child wii remote (flick



to search, shake to return) to find minerals, fossil blocks and other objects. Players also have access to the Cosmolink menu, so they can switch arms and Party. On the ship, players can view their Incubator and awaken or excavate Spectrobes, view the database, use the Card Input
system, or fly to another planet. Battles[edit | source edit] Encounter battles become the main element that differs from the past two games, the most notable difference being that battles in this game take place in real time, rather than taking place inside of a vortex. When a fight is started
(either by ambush or collecting a black colored mineral), the screen darkens and the active Spectrobe Master calls out the first Spectrobe assigned to Line Up. Players control Rallen or Jeena with the buttons on the Wii Remote and Nunchuck and give commands to the Spectrobes using
vertical swings to attack or horizontal swings to call them back. By holding C and pressing A over an enemy, the player can attack that enemy against that enemy. Raving can also be cured using a new item, Rice Balls. By having the Spectrobe attack enemies, the CH Gauge fills, and when
it is full the Spectrobe can use its special CH Attack; However, this will only happen if the Spectrobe is high enough to use its CH attack. If Rallen is defeated at any time, the player will get a game left. Excavation[edit | edit source] Finally, excavations are done in the lab in the Patrol Cruiser,
but players now manipulate fossils differently. Tools are selected and used with the Wii remote that acts as a cursor, while the Nunchuk attachment changes the angle of the fossil, (as fossils are now displayed in 3D instead of being excavated in 2D). 6 tools are available: Scanner, Laser,
Drills, Bombs, Hammer and Blower, each with a different important task. Once successfully unearthed, Spectrobes in fossil form can be awakened using Wii Remote and Nunchuk shakes in sequential order, rather than using microphone input as in previous games. Spectrobes[edit | edit
source] Jeena and Tobasu. A major change in the Spectrobes creature system is the relocation of Features. While the game still uses a rock-paper-scissors-style weakness system, rather than the Corona, Aurora and Flash system, this game categorizes Spectrobes and several Krawl into
5 basic features: mainly Plant, Sky, Earth, Water and Fire. The process of spectrobe evolution is greatly simplified; instead of triple criteria for evolution (levels, minerals and strokes), spectrobes only need to reach a hard-set level and be fed with an Evolve Mineral, LVL 5 for Child
Spectrobes and LVL 30 for Adult Spectrobes. In addition, the Kyptos item is added as an elements-specific training device for use in the Incubator. Controls[edit | edit source] Battle Exploration controls Co-Op[edit | edit source] Spectrobes: Origins is also features local cooperative play, in
which a second player (also using a Wii Remote and Nunchuck) controls the first player's party of Spectrobes, being able to search for items as the Child Spectrobe and attack attack of the first player as the battle Spectrobes. Characters[edit | edit source] Major[edit | edit source] Rallen -
One of the two main protagonists. A hot-headed, young junior officer of the Nanairo Planetary Patrol and Spectrobe Master. Jeena - The main character next to and partner of Rallen. A mechanical engineer and analytical thinker as opposed to Rallen. Commander Grant - The head of the
NPP. Acts suspiciously throughout the game, causing Rallen and Jeena to suspect that something is going on. Kamtoga - The former partner of the previous Spectrobe Master in Kaio. Krux - Main antagonist and cause of the Krawl appear in Kaio. He appears on the Kaio system, terrorizing
every planet, but for unknown reasons. Minor[edit | edit source] Spectrobes[edit | edit source] Main Article: List of Spectrobes in Spectrobes: Origins Spectrobes: Origins features a total of 90 unique species of Spectrobes that the player can control. Of those, 60 are new, while 30 return from
the previous two games. As mentioned above, the material and evolution mechanics for Spectrobes have changed. Bosses[edit | edit source] Mini bosses[edit | edit source] Decaton - Mini bosses at Doldogo, pollute the rivers. Savonek - Mini-boss on Menahat, fought when he came up in the
desert. Grapatar - Mini boss on the ground floor of Slayso, who caught Scout. Windorix/Thundorix - Mini bosses on Slayso when climbing the tower. Bosses[edit | edit source] Planets[edit | edit source] The Kaio system. Throughout the game, players explore seven planets within the Kaio
system as they travel to find a king's shards, solve mysteries of the past, and defeat the Krawl. Most planets are themed after one of the five elements in the game (for example, Doldogo is the plant planet). Planets and Bosses Name of the Planet Image Description Wyterra A planet
covered with grasslands, and fifth planet in the Kaio system. As the main planet of the Kaio system, it is home to the largest cities on the planet, including Haven Village, where Rallen and Jeena land. Doldogo The fourth planet, a small planet covered with dense jungles. The rivers near
Verdant Village where the player lands are polluted by Krawl invaders, causing damage to the Tree of Life. Kogoeria The last and largest planet in the system, covered with ice and snow. Rallen and Jeena land near an explorer camp led by Kamtoga. Menahat The second planet in Kaio,
covered with deserts and canyons. Rallen and Jeena land near the mining camp led by Dyrus, which is terrorized by a massive Krawl in the desert. Slayso A small planet covered with stormy clouds and the third planet. The most striking feature is the old, massive tower that extends beyond
the clouds. Bahmud The first planet in the Kaio system, covered with volcanoes volcanic rock. Krawlosphere A huge, planet-sized conglomeration of Krawl sent by Krux to destroy the Kaio system. Development[edit | edit source] Development of Spectrobes: Origins began then producer
Kentaro Hisai saw the potential for a fight and excavation system using the Wii Remote and Nunchuck, and he went to Genki's tokyo office to let them begin development. [1] Spectrobes: Beyond the Portals neared the end of development at the time, and Jupiter had given Genki information
about the series before development began, allowing the team in Genki to quickly immerse themselves in the Spectrobes universe. [2] The team first spent two months developing a prototype excavation minigame, but it was scrapped after Hisai played their demo and didn't think it felt like a
proper dig. After that, Genki spent another month experimenting with how many polygons the Wii was capable of displaying and creating complex calculations within the system's limitations to create a more immersive excavation system. [1] For Spectrobes: Origins, the team decided to
develop the game as an action-adventure title rather than an RPG, while still using RPG elements that would benefit gameplay[3][4], the primary focus is to properly create a system in which the player controls the human character and a Spectrobe at the same time, which is difficult to
create on the Nintendo DS hardware. [5] Developers tested a variety of control schemes through development, eventually coming up with the idea of controlling the human characters with one hand (Nunchuk), while Spectrobes would use the other hand (Wii Remote Control); However,
when testing the two control schemes, it was decided that Rallen and Jeena would attack with the Wii-a button's A button (according to Kentaro Hisai, the primary 'go-to' or 'action' button) instead of the Nunchuk's C or Z buttons. [5] With the movement of series development from a handheld
to a home console, Genki looked capable of modifying several aspects of the previous games, such as revamping the Property system and redesigning certain aspects of some existing Spectrobes as they saw fit. [6] The creation of larger environments thanks to the more powerful Wii
console compared to the handheld Nintendo DS also led to streamlining the excavation system, since developers thought that it would be quite a chore for the player to scan every section of the map for hidden objects to dig up. [7] Wii hardware also allowed the developers to include Jeena
as a fully playable character alongside Rallen, something the developers of the Nintendo DS games had wanted to do, but couldn't because of a variety of factors (namely hardware restrictions and deadlines). [5] In creating the cutscenes of the game, the voices were recorded before the
animation, with the English voice play basing their performance on the Japanese voice recordings; the cut scenes were animated based on the audio. [8] During development many options were considered for cooperative multiplayer, including online co-op, although the local co-op with two
players was eventually decided. [7] The developers also experimented with connecting Origins to the Nintendo DS games, but it not feasible in the development cycle. [9] See also[edit | edit source] For videos, see this video page. Trivia[edit | edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source] North
American front and back box art. Add a photo to this References gallery[edit | source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 Spectrobes_Origins (August 17, 2009). By breaking rock with Willpower. IGN Boards. Picked up April 16, 2015. ↑ Locating Spectrobes: Origin. IGN Boards. Picked up April 16, 2015. ↑ Hisai
Spectrobes Discussions. IGN (19 February 2009). Picked up may 2, 2016. ↑ DiMola, Francesca (February 20, 2009). Kentaro Hisai discusses Spectrobes: Origins. Nintendo World Report. Picked up may 2, 2016. ↑ 5.0 5.1 5.2 Gann, Patrick. Kentaro Hisai E3 2009 Interview, Concerning
Spectrobes: Origin. RPGFan. Picked up may 2, 2016. ↑ Available now and taking your questions. IGN Boards. Retrieved April 16, 2015 ↑ 7.0 7.1 Spectrobes_Origins (August 14, 2009) Raising Spectrobes. IGN Boards. Picked up April 16, 2015. ↑ Locating Spectrobes: Origin. IGN Boards.
Picked up May 25, 2017. ^ Spectrobes_Origins (July 16, 2009). Welcome to the Spectrobes: Origins blog! IGN Boards. Picked up April 16, 2015. Spectrobes: Origins Games Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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